| Title: Breaking Away: Closeup of water and glycerol mixture  
Date: 2000  
Primary Maker: Sidney Nagel  
Medium: Gelatin silver print |
|---|
| Title: Breaking Away: Glycerol in oil  
Date: 2000  
Primary Maker: Sidney Nagel  
Medium: Gelatin silver print |
| Title: Selective Withdrawal  
Date: 2000  
Primary Maker: Sidney Nagel  
Medium: Gelatin silver print |
| Title: Water/Oil emulsion: The Nude  
Date: 2000  
Primary Maker: Sidney Nagel  
Medium: Gelatin silver print |
| Title: Water/Oil emulsion: The Stream  
Date: 2000  
Primary Maker: Sidney Nagel  
Medium: Gelatin silver print |